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[Abstract] - The abstract should be written in English, clearly and concisely, summing up the article
theme and does not need to contain a detailed summary from each part. Basic guidelines for the
preparation of a technical work for Indonesian Journal on Geoscience are presented. It must provide
the reader with a self-contained summary of the paper. It should include a brief introduction to the
paper, method, key findings, and conclusions. The abstract is limited to 250 words and cannot contain
equations, figures, tables, or references. It should concisely state what was done, how it was done,
principal results, and their significance.
[Keywords] 4 - 7 words of keywords should be written below the abstract, singular or a compound
word, for indexation (should not words that are used in your article’s title).

[INTRODUCTION]
Background
This part must consist of a comprehensive description, so readers will understand and can
evaluate the research result that has been done without reading another publication/article. The
introduction must consist of background, aim and objective, problem, research location, and
research subject. Manuscripts should comprise original, unpublished material and not
submitted for publication elsewhere.
Paper submitted is accepted to be process, if it has not been submitted or published
elsewhere and become copyright of the Indonesian Journal on Geoscience. Paper is also
accepted on the understanding that all authors consent to the submission. Please ensure that all
authors have seen and approved the submitted version.

Geological/Stratigraphical Settings
Geological information, both regionally and locally should be explained, including tectonics
and structures if neccessary. Stratigraphy of the studied area is also important to describe.

[METHODS AND MATERIALS]

Methods
If the manuscript is a result of a geoscientific research, the research methods used including
how to collect samples, type of samples, field and laboratory instruments and equipments
used, and data analysis framework must be explained and described. Important analyzed data
results can be presented as attachments. Moreover, theories and concepts used may be
included within this heading. If the manuscript is a geoscientific review, its basic framework
should be explained.

Materials
Material need in the study, both field and laboratory works, such as types and total number of
samples should be described.

[RESULT (AND ANALYSIS)]
Words, Tables, and Figures
The result and analysis are composed of a research result as displayed as words, tables, and
figures. Please use limited graphics if the subject can be displayed as a short explanation. The
limitation of using photo as figure will be appreciated. It needs to be displayed if it can
describe a better explanation for the research result. All of figures and tables should be given
continuing numbers and must be referred in the article.
Large figures and tables may span both columns, but may not extend into the page
margins. Figure captions should be below the figures; table captions should be above the
tables. Do not put captions in "text boxes" linked to the figures. Draw borders around your
figures.
All figures and tables must be numbered and put in place in the text near, but not before,
where they are first mentioned. Do not use the abbreviation "Fig. 1," for figure, or “Tab.” for
Table.
Digitize your tables and figures. The figures (including photographs) must be in Image
File (*.jpg) with minimum 300 dpi in resolution, Corel Draw (*.cdr), or Auto Cad (*.dwg).
Figures and tables should be better put at the end of the article in separate page/s. Permission
from the original author is required to display figures and tables that have been published.

It is essential that all illustrations are clear and legible. Vector graphics (rather than
rasterized images) should be used for diagrams and schemas whenever possible. Please
check that the lines in line drawings are not interrupted and have a constant width.
Grids and details within the figures must be clearly legible and may not be written one on
top of the other. Line drawings are to have a resolution of at least 800 dpi (preferably 1200
dpi). The lettering in figures should not use font sizes smaller than 6 pt (~ 2 mm
character height).
Table 1. Average Fault Oientations recognized from Setreographic Analysis of Structural
Domains along the HEAT and Grassberg Roads (Source: IJOG, vol. 3 no. 1)
Fault Type

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

Clay Cake Model

Dextral

001o/85o

005o/69o

184o/81o

003o/72o

011o/80o

R’

Sinistral

057o/80o

053o/78o

054o/74o

082o/80o

075o/79o

R

Sinistral

-

-

-

102o/79o ?

-

P

Dip-slip

a

101o/70o

109o/66o

098o/63o

298o/81o

317o/80o

N/T

Dip-slip

b

205o/85o

203o/80o

-

-

-

N/T

(*)Fracture sets are interpreted by comparison to physical model results of clay cake experiments by Riedel
(1929) and Rchalenko (1970). R = Riedel shear fracture, R’ = conjugate Riedel shear fractures, P = P-shear,
N = normal, and T = thrust (Sapiie, 1998).

Figure 6. Plots of major elements of the Sangkarewang oil shales. a. Si vs. Al; b. TOC vs. Si; c. Si vs. Ca; d. TOC vs. Ca
(Source: IJOG, vol. 2 no. 3).

Math and Equations
Use either the Microsoft Equation Editor or the MathType commercial add-on for MS
Word for all math objects in your paper (Insert | Equation or MathType Equation). "Float

over text" should not be selected.
To make your equations more compact, you may use the solidus ( / ), the exp function, or
appropriate exponents. Italicize Roman symbols for quantities and variables, but not Greek
symbols. Use a long dash rather than a hyphen for a minus sign. Use parentheses to avoid
ambiguities in denominators.
Number equations consecutively with equation numbers in parentheses flush with the right
margin, as in (1). Be sure that the symbols in your equation have been defined before the
equation appears or immediately following.
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1 where IF is the fault current.

Use "(1)," not "Eq. (1)" or "equation (1)," except at the beginning of a sentence: "Equation
(1) is .…"

[DISCUSSION]
The discussion consists of an interpretation of the result and analysis. It should be
correlated with another result having been reported. To obtain clear and concise discussion
and to solve the problem of the research, supporting figures/maps/graphics/photos are
required.

[CONCLUSIONS]
They comprise important conclusions within the whole part of article, and must be related to
abstract content. It can be written as full sentences or pointers.
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